
Banthos

	There's really no way around it: Banthos is a magic space-snail.

		The creatures we call "Banthos" are snails which, within their
		spiral shells, hold all of the cosmos.  To gaze into the mighty
		spiral is to achieve bathe in awe and achieve enlightenment.

	So, yeah, magic space snail.  According to our buddy Chad, monks have searched for Banthos* for decades in order to achieve enlightenment without having to sit around and wait for lotus flowers to bloom around you.  The problem is, just like with other magic short-cuts, the search for Banthos often takes up a whole bunch of the monks' life, and by the end the realize that their journey was their destination and everyone's happy and warm and fuzzy. Yay.  The thing is, after the monk has achieved this enlightenment, and regardless of whether they were actually able to find Banthos and the "Peak of Stars" where Banthos lives, the monks will still sit around and guide other young monks to Banthos.  Except they're not guiding them to Banthos the space-snail, they're guiding them to some other monastery where another monk who once searched for Banthos sits and who also then guides the now-slihgtly-older monk to another leg of the journey.
	So, yeah, depending on how you look at it it's either some kind of zen message of enlightenment or its a mound of bullshit.
	But a lot of this is told through the journey of one particular monk from Burma, named Aee Nywhaat, who began life as a "Telescoper for the Pagan Kingdom**", which-- yeah, I don't think that was an actual job either, but hey props to Hedgegrove for trying. Anyways, one day Nywhaat saw a star crash to Earth and was tasked by the King to find it and bring it back to the castle with his own troupe of explorers.

		The road to the fallen star was perilous, and within a week
		nearly half of Nywhaat's party had died of rockslides, animals attacks, 
		or frostbite.  As they climbed higher into the mountains they
		found the climate radically different from the warmth of the Pagan
		Plains, and their expedition was ill-suited for this climate and terrain.  
		Soon only Nywhaat was left, dehydrated, cold, and near death, it is
		then he came across what he would later describe as the temple of
		the snail.  Nywhaat fell into the temple and collapsed on the floor.
		When he came to he was surrounded by the warm glow of a fire
		in fine silken sheets. Nywhaat slept for the next two days.

	The temple of the snail is where Nywhaat learns about Banthos, and the keeper of the temple knows that the fallen star is now a snail because this is the temple of the snail and I guess they know everything about all snails.  Probably.  The important thing is that in this temple Nywhaat learns about Hkakabo Razi, the Peak of Stars:
		
		Hkakabo Razi is the highest peak of the Mountains, so tall that the 
		stars themselves often come down to rest in their azure fields.
		"But be warned", told the Temple Keeper to Nywhaat, "The Peak of 
		Stars is far away and will take a long journey to get there.  If you seek 
		riches or glory, it is best to turn back now for there are far easier 
		paths to it".
		Nywhaat thanked the Keeper for the kindness, but he had to forge 
		onward for he had to see the fallen star with his own eyes.

	Nywhaat walks and hikes for months, then years.  He comes across more temples that tell him to turn back, that the search for the Peak of Stars is only for those seeking truth and knowledge beyond this Earth.  But with each Temple and each month that passes Nywhaat comes to terms with the fact that he's no longer looking for the Fallen Star for the King of Burma, he's no longer looking for the star to justify the deaths of his fallen expedition, he's not even that concerned about his own frostbitten limbs.  Nope, soon Nywhaat learns over decades of hiking in the mountains going from temple to temple that the true reason he wants to find this star is to find knowledge.  Knowledge from beyond the Earth from the infinite space above.

		Once Nywhaat had accepted his journey and accepted his true
		motivation for the search for the Fallen Star, he found himself on
		 a mountain peak bathed in the blue moonlight.  Silver stones
		reflected the shimmering moon-beams and the blue grass swayed
		in the night breeze.  Nywhaat had found the Peak of Stars, and it was
		beautiful.  He walked to one stone where he found the Fallen Star,
		trapped in the shell of a single snail.  Nywhaat gazed into this star
		in the snail's shell, and his mind was suddenly open to the great
		cosmic mysteries. As his consciousness expanded outward, he
		realized how small his life and his journey was.. He realized the
		impermanence of the great kingdoms and the mighty kings who ruled
		the lands.  As he kneeled down next to the glimmering rock and that
		small snail, Nywhaat smiled for he knew he had lived his life.

	Then he dies. He dies happy knowing his life was spent on the search for knowledge and not money or power.  I wonder how much of this was Hedgegrove's own explanation on why he quit being a stock broker and locked himself in his house.  Was he looking for truth, enlightenment, or was he just crazy?  Having gone through the entire house, I think it was all three.























*I'm not sure if there are more than one Banthos.  I think it's a whole species of space-snails that only exist in the specific biome that Hedgegrove calls "The Peak of Stars".


**Hedgegrove was very insistent on the fact that this is markedly different from the Pagans of germanic and celtic tribes, and that this is a real period of Burmese history.  He's not wrong, the Pagan Kingdom of Burma was pretty big in its time, and lasted for around 250 years.
